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First, let's consider a particular property of 'live'
sound and see how it compares with the technical
limitations of equipment and materials normally used in
its recording and reproduction.
DYNAMIC RANGE

Each medium that can pass (ortransfer) audio signals
has a difference in amplitude (or loudness) ranging from
where the signal is obscured by noise (is too quiet) to
where it saturates the medium (is too loud). This
difference is termed the medium's dynamic range and is
measured in decibels (dB's).

A typical, high level, magnetic tape, for example,
has a dynamic range of approx..67dB. (Source:
'StudioSound', Vol 21 No 4, Apr'79).'Live' i
sounds are not so restriJtJli Sriitin ini6 tr"" MULTITRACK
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n" '5 70 m m " llll]"=l tl vou.arelikelvtoencountera
rypi.,rri"""i[or" ] ieliiti.' f--t I I lid +r= I medium whose dynamic range is
torhe risrener. I __-l ll..l l=l more restricted

2) you may find it diff icult to record
sound peaks without overloading

' your equipment.

To help you overcome these restrictions you need a
compressor/limiter which can 1) compress the dynamic
range of a signal down to fit that of a more restricted
medium and 2) maintain ah overall maximum level(or limit).

The Gemini Easy Rider has beendesigned by Audio
& Design (Recording) Ltd to perform these functions.
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attack and release controls (Fig 2). I

twin, 2O element, calibrated l.e.d. displays (Fig 4).
rshold of compression is automaticallv varied to

attack and release controls (Fig 2).Gain
ent. calibrated l.e.d. disolavs (Fio 4). 

-The threshold of compression is automatically vari
raqe 10dB compression under dvnamic conditions.average 10dB compression under dynamic conditions, with

constantoutput level at any ratio.
THE CONTROLS

I N PUT - over 30dBs of gain for matching internal levels
to yo_ur signal level with ample 'make-up' gain.

OUTPUT- presetable f or'set it and leave' drive up to

(COMP) (Fig 2) - the ratio (or slope) of input to output after
level rises above the thresholde.g. 2:1 ratio means"fbr every
2dBs input aboyq threshold raise output 1 dB".Continuously
variable 1:1 to 20:1 (LlM).

ATTACK (Fig 2) - The reaction speed for instituting gain
red uct ion at the set ratio after sig nal leve I exceeds th reshold.
The attack time is valiable from SOOUS (Fast) - Sms (Slow)
plus programme controlled handling of fast transients.

RELEASE (Fig 2) - controls recovery speed when signal
falls below threshold. Set 4ms (Fast) to 4secs (Slow) with 'automatic' position.

STEREO MATCH (COUPLE) (iig 3) -links thb twochannelstdprevent'imageshift'
which would.otherwise occur if gain ieduction is uneven (channel to channel), essential
when preparing stereo masters.-
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IN BRIEF

The Gemini Easyrider processes any
'line' level signal (i.e. output of pre-amp). tt
has two channels, which can be stereo
coupled for mastering (Fig 3), each with
independent input control. outout oreselindependent input cohtroi, output preset.

The compression ratio (COM P) can beThe compression ratio (COM P) can
to 20:1 (LlM) with semi-automaticvaried from 1:1 to 20:1 (LlM) with sem'i-autorhatic

rlease controls (Fiq 2). Gain Reduction is indicated in

*12dBm.
COMPRESSION RATIO

The Gemini Easyrider is the latest in our range of stereo compressor limiters. lt will add
'punch' to your recordings by improving signal density and 'tighten'the sound by allowing
higher average moctulation level on tape. ln addition, you don'f need any sou nd erig ineering
experience to operate it.



SPEC. FOR ONE CHANNEL
Frequsncy Resoonsei

Clip Level:

Crosstalkl

Make.uo Gain:

Stereo malching (worsl case)l

+OdB 1dB,20Hz to 25kH2 al thresho d rel lkHz

Belter than -82d8 Bet to limil level
Measured band limilod 25Hz and 25kHz

@ 1kHz 0.15% Bel ro +12dBm (ma( limir level)
3 sec release lime @ 1kHz, 1odB Gain Rsductlon

ourour sraoe +1adBh rnro 600 0hms
lnoit staoe'+18dBm
@ 1oktlz 77d4, rel lo +1zdBu on opposile channel

33dB
calib€ted -3dBm io+12dBu,rel limit rhrcshold
lldB Channello channel over 2OdB gain reduclron
Greater than tok @ l kHz
Less rhan 1 Ohm @ lkHz

input/Output/Earlhing:

Power requirements

Power Consumpl on:
Size:

switched irl v.riable r 5:1 to 20:1
lhresho ds a!lomal caly adlusled
Fast: 500us fo. 1odB over m t lhreshold
Slowrsms ior 1odB over lmil threshod
ovnamrc aliack che.oes rn relalio. lo level
F;sr r sms on r0dB-over rmrr threshold
Slowr4 secs oi 10dB over imit threshold
A!1o: 15mS on 5 Secs
via 12 w8v Barrer sl' o
vra 3 00le lack soclel
Calibrated ?0 seohe.l LED Bar qraph

115 VAC+10q6 50/60H2 se ectable

STD Rack. 13/. x 19'! 7t
(44.45mm x 482.6rnm x 190.5mm)
5 5lb r2 5kol
Shrpped rn-burpose.burll e (porr paclrng

Audio & Design Recording, lnc.
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 U.S.A.
Tel: (206) 275 5009. Telex: 23O 152426 ADRUSA

' .' Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd,
North Street, Reading, Berks RG1 4DA.
Tel: (0734) 53411. Telex: 848722 ADR UK
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Audio & Design Recording lnc., is the US distribution company lor the
products of Audio & Design Rscording Ltd., in Great Britain. The com-
pany manufactures professional audio products to the highest of European
broadcast and recording standards. lt has specialised for over ten years in the
field ol audio processors and has achieved a reputation as leaders in this
scene.

The Gemini Compact is a true stereo compressor-limiter that has been

designed to meet the requirements of the sel{-op recording artist and semr-
professional users. The Gemini, is technically superb, having most of the

flexibility of more exotic units, whilst retaining that simplicity operation

so essential for the self op artist.

The Gemini may be used for stereo or dual mono compression-limiting The

system is suitable lor operation with all systems having levels ol between

10 and +1odBm. The outpul limit threshold can be simply pre-set to suit

following equipment. lt is only neaessary to select limit or comp,esso.
function (in the compress mode you can select either 1.5:1 or 3:1) and just

increase the input potentiometer to obtain the amount of compression or
limiting required. An added feature is the fact that alter 10dB compression
the slope tightens to that of a limiter so you just can't send u nexpected peaks

into the {ollowing system.

The attack and release characteristics of a svstem are vitallY important, since
these determine the dynamic response. lts all very well having an averaging
network that sounds good on everything it sounds good because its not
doing ryruch and it certainly doesn't make for a good limiter' The
pro{essional needs a flexible system with which he can control and create;
only a peak sensing side chain will make possible the dramatic effects of fast
gain-change. The Gemini gives you all the tlexibility you need to get a

professional sound plus the benefit of a smooth automatic network for when
you havn't the time to be creative.

Our reputation has been buill-up on the fact that our units really work well
and sourd goodl The units we make are designed for recording work to
handle extreme amounts of gain-change smoothly. The parameters that have
been chosen in the specilication do this success{ully.

A light indication, to show compression and limiting, was selected for the
ease with which this can be seen at a distance. lt is usual to judge by ear

rather than bv indicator for this type oJ work and meters, although used
professionally, can offer little more inJormation than can be learned lrom this

dual light system. The orange indicator just lights, indicating the threshold of
compression; as it comes to fL.rll brightness, the red indicator just lights at
10dB gain reduction to go on to full brightness for 20d8.

An /r / oua switch allows each channel to be bypassed and a direct com-
parison is possible between direct and the processed signal.

On Voice, the compressor-limiter combination of The Gemini Compact is

ideal; making possible the use of a so{t slope to retain dynamics whilst
providing the ability to hold sudden peaks as they occur.
Bass instruments can be tightly controlled, keeping diflicult peaks down to
reasonable level, yet increasing the overall impact of the sound through
higher average levels.
Mid-band instluments can be compressed before or after equalisalion for
maximum intensistv and bite.
Overall programme material can be tastelully compressed or limited to suit
the recording or tansmission media being used.
ln sound leinforcement situations power amplifiers can be dramatically
increased in efficiency whilst still providing speaker protection when {ed Jrom

The Gemini Compact, whilst direct injection from an electronic instrument
amplifier will give considerable scope for on stage use, without {ear of
'feedback.

audio & design recording
Ql flvfnrd Paor{ Paadinrr Rarlrc RGi 7l -l Fnaland

SPECIFI CATIONS

lnput:
10k ohms unbalanced
Variable potentiometer

Output:
< I ohm source
unbalanced.
Clip + '18dBm.

LimitThreshold:
At the input: -20dBm
At the output:variable from -1 0
to + 1odBm.

Ratios:
Limiter20:1
Compressor 1.5:1 and 3:1

Range:

> 3OdB compression

Attack-time:
500 ps and sms

Release-time:

Variable from 25ms to 3secs plus
automatic.

Frequency Responsa:

tO.5dB 30Hz -2OkHz

Noiso (-3db @ 2 skHz):

< -78d8 ref. limit threshold

Oistortion:
< O.2V" al1kHz for lOdB
compression () O,4sec rele6se)

Stereo Matching:

t 'l dB on control voltage tracking
over 20dB range.

Powsr Requi16m€nts:

1OO-1 20v and 220-24Ov AC; 50
or 60Hz at 25OmA.

Dimensions & Format:
Metal free-standing case
in charcoal grey
12% x 2% x 7" deep.
silver anodised front panel.
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F690 Music-Voice Ratio Limiter
The technique ol voice-over or ducking has
come to be widely used for effect in pop
programme compilation and the disco scene,
It can also prove useful in film dubbing and
in general broadcast work where, using the
F690 system, engineers can establish and
automatically maintain an optimum nusic-
voice ratio at the output of the desk.

It is common practice to use the control
voltage of one limiter (linked to the announ-
cer's microphone channel) to control another
through which the music channel,is being
routed, This is crude since the amount of
attenuation is somewhat random and unpredict-
able, according to voice input level and
subsequentgain reduction in the voice limiter;
alsothere is the serious drawback that should
the music level be lower (e.g. fading) it can
often be attenuated below an audible level.

The F690 Music-Voice Ratio Liniter consists
of a standard F600 Ercadcest Limiter fitled
with a voice operated threshold switching
circuit. ln this system, the music is routed
through the limiter in the normal way and the
input level is adjusted so that the signal is
just limiting on peaks (or by whatever amount
is required under normal conditions); then the
release time is selected which will also
determine the fade-up rate of the music after
duck ing.

A clean feed from the announcer's microphone
is routed to the V-O input, the sensitivity of
which is adjustable for signals larger than

-30dBm. The control for this is front panel
mounted and marked V-O sensitivity"

84, Oxford Road, Reading, Berks., UK Tel: Reading (07341 5341 1

As soon as the announcer speaks, the music
will be attenuated by the action of the limit
threshold switching to a level below the
standard limit threshold; the lower level being
determined bythe setting of the V-O threshold
control which may be lowered by 20dB with
reference to the standard threshold level.

The music output from the device is then
finally mixed with the announcer's voice at
the output of the desk. lt may of course be
desirable to compress or limit the voice
but this must be done separately from the
voice-over system.

Having established the music-voice balance
this will a?tona,ically l:e maintained at the
output of the desk irrespective of operator
actions. Should he fail to attenuate a music
channel sufficiently to maintain intelligibility
the voice-over device will function auto-
matically to establish the predetermined
desired balance. For voice-over effect the
operator merely allows the music to remain
at normal programme level whilst speaking.

The difference between this system and others
is that the music is only attenuated by the
amount by which it exceeds the lower threshold;
if it has already faded below this level no
futther attenuation takes place, since a suffic-
ient adjustment has already taken place to
give a good music-voice balance.

The stereo F690-FS can be well used in a mono
installation with one channel for voice and
the other for the music voice-over control.
ln other respects the specification is identical
to the F600 Broadcast Liniter,
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FM Stereo Ex-press Limiter

Compressor, Limiter, Expander

*

*

*

*

*

* Stereo, self powered

Ultimate Level Glipper

Digital Logic Switching

13/t" Ht. Rack Mounting

Dynamic Pre-emphasis

Excellent tech nical specif ication

The FM Ex-press Limiter is a superb, compact compressor-limiter-expander,
designed to provide high quality, high level F.M. signals.

Function mode is controlled by digital logic momentary switches with no audio
path contact to wear out. A memory system retains 'last use'settings when
switched off, with a series of led indicators to show the status of functions when
the unit is powered.

The Ex-press has stereo inputloutput allenualors, vatiable attack and release
times and an auto release network. Ratios provided are 1.5:1,2:1,5:1, and limit
(20:1) turn ing into a limit slope after 1odB of compression to ensure smooth
overload protection. The softer ratios combine minimum dynamic change with
subtle compression ideal for "beautiful music" and "M.O.R.", whilst thetighter
slopes, with fast release, give extremely high modulation levels for maximum
loudness and punch, i.e. rock formats etc.

It is only necessaryto initially set outputlevel under limiting conditions, select
ratio rcquired and adiust /hput to provide compression, switching in expanderif
necessary. No worries about transients, our C.C.C. (clever clipper circuit) takes
care ofthose.

The 1:2 Expander function comes with 'range'factory pre-set on the pc board
(lodB) and there is a choice of three threshold seftings.

A unique dual-calibrated meter with both V.U. and.Gain Reduction scales
monitots output level (\eft, right. sum) ot Gain Reduction and led's indicate
limiter, comprcssor and expander operation.



Technical Specif ication

For One Channel

Frequency Response : +0-0.5d8, 20Hz to 25kHz at threshold
Noise : Betterthan -82d8 Ref to +12dBm (max limit levet)
Condition Measured band limited 25Hz and 25kHz
Distortion I @ lkHz 0.'15% Ref to +12dBm (max limit level)
Condition - Measured with 3 sec release time @ lkHz and 10dB Gain Reduction
Common Mode Reiection : @ lkHz -70d8

@)'10kHz -50d8

Clip Level : Output Stage +24dBm Balanced into 600 Ohms
lnput Stage +24dBm

Crosstalk : .6 1okHz 87dB, refto +12dBm on opposite channel
Gain Control Range ; 25dB From onset of limiting
Make-up Ga in : 28d B

Output : Ca librated -8dBm to + 12d Bm, ref to limit threshold

Stereo matching worst case : 1'ldBchannel tochannel over2OdBgain reduction
Compressor/Limiter Th resholds/Ratios: Limit : -16dBm

5:'l : -20dBm
2:1 : 28dBm
1.5:1 : -40dBm

Limit Attack : Fast 500pS For 10dB over limit threshold
Slow 5mS For '10d8 over limit threshold

Release : Fast: 25mS on 10dB over limitthreshold
Slow: 3 secs on 10dB over limit threshold
Auto: 25mS on 5 sec

"RMS" Sidechairr | 5mS attack on 500mS release
Expander thresholds/ralio: 1.8:1 Low -36dBmJ

Med 22dBm I Ref to input
H rgh TdBm )

Expander control range : 1odB
Pre-emphasis for 25,50,75/..S options, switchable on side-chain
electronic balancing for input and output- on board switching foroutput
lnputimpedance : Greaterthan4Tk @ tkHz
Outputimpedance : Less than 2 ohms (balanced) @ lkHz
Metering: : 2 scales showing: standard V.U.

gain reduction 0-20d8
Power Requirements : Ma;n 230 VAC :t 7o," I Selectable on rear panel

't 15 VAC 1 10% J

Power Consumption : 20 watts
Size: ; STD Rack, 13/a" x 19" x 11.4"

(44.45mm x 482.6mm x 290mm)
Weight : 9.6 lb (4kg)

Shipped in purpose built expon packing
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F6OO Broadcast Limiter

THE F600 BROADCAST LlirlTER has proven
to be an extremely successful design
concept; having evolved from our original
diode-bridge limiter of 1965. Over the
course of time it has been constantly
updated to take advantage ol the latest
developments in technology, so that now
it is a highly sophisticated f.e.t design
with excellent noise and distortion figures.
The system's nost important attribute has
always been those dynamic characteristics;
smoothness of operation in handlinq initial
transients being unsurpassed.

The device is ideal for use in systems that
have critical overload conditions such as
broadcast transmitters, optica I recording
on film, disc-cutting and high level sound
re- inforcement installations, The overshoot
is so minimal that it can be safely worked
within 2dB of the system overload point.

The unit has variable input and output
attenuators and the threshold may be simply
adjusted between -16dBm and +lsdBm at the
output.

Aswitchmodifies the response ot the limiter
side-chain to give a 50pS, 75pS or flat
curve. The two characteristics increase
the sensitivity of the limiting action to high
frequencies and would be used prior to an
F[,4 transmitter or for de-essing in other
recording situations.

There are six attack-time options from 1oFS
to 25mS, whalst there are nine release-time
positions frorn 25mS to 3.2secs plus an
automatic multiple network designed to
increase average programme level with a

minimum of modulation eflects

Operation is simple: The unit is inserted
in line with the system with the bypass
switch out whilst normal levels are estab-
lished to suit the channel requirements.

With the limiter now switched in, the input
attenuator is advanced until the amount of
gain reduction typically required is indic-
ated on the meter. lt is then only necessary
adjust the output attenuator to provide the
maximum output level required into the
following equipment (this can be set-up on

tone (monitoring on PPI\rs ) or programme if
VU metering is standard (see bulletin on
Limiting and VU ?etering).

SPECIFICATIOT\ |

INPUT
1oko unbalanced - variable input atten-
uaior. Ealanced units: code F600/T

OUTPUT
Unbalanced. source <lO clip level +18dBm
F600/T version balanced, <75O source
with c lip level >+22dBm.

SYSTEII/I GAIN
Maximum 34dB; unity in bypass mode.

ATTACK TII'ES
10pS, 25pS, 500pS, 1mS, 2.5mS and 25rns

RELEASE TI[iES
25mS, 50mS, 100mS, 200mS, 400mS, 800mS
1.6secs and 3.2secs plus automatic.
THRESHOLD
lnput: maximum sensitivity for limiting
-1gdBm (input unattenuated).
Output: variable from +15dBm.

BATIO: >30: l
DISTORTIONT < 0.2%THD @ lkHz
SIGNAL_NOISE RATIO
> 80dB referenced to
METER: scaled 0-20d8 gain reduction
F600- R rack-mounting mono unit
F600- RS Rack-mo{rnting stereo unit
Both Lrnits have a lront panel size of
88mm x 482mm (3'i x 19"J, ine depth being
247 nn l8% l excluding XLR connectors.
A tapped mains translormer orovides
options tor 2:

84. Oxford Road. Readino. Berks.- UK Tel: Readino {0734} 53411

threshold



THECOMPEX amoreflexibe. nfinite y more elegant solution

The fuse is a very simple protection device which works, we think, a little too well. Because it would be highly
embarrassing, not to say time consuming, to replace one on a big gig or during a heavy session. The ADR
Compex Limiler, on the other hand, works equally as well - with the f ollowing bon us points:-

1 The Peak Limiler, guatanteed not to overshoot by more than 2dB
over threshold,'resets' itself each time it operctes.

2 The Compressor, set at 2:1 ratio will give a useful amount ot
'subjective loudness' to punch programme through without
increasing the chance of hearing damage at concerls.

3 The Gale will cutout auditorium 'teedback' on open mikes duting
pauses.

all this adds up to a better, more controlled, sound requiring minimal attention.

There are some pretty big P.A companies using ADRts
elegant solution regularly on tours......

......shouldn't you be too!!
For ADR user list and details of
the F 760X-RS Compex Limiter's
variety oi other uses write,
phone or te lex.

audio tt design (recordingl ltd.
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